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Abstract
Abstract Background Lassa virus (LASV) is a single-negative strand RNA Arenavirus (genus
Mammarenavirus), oriented in both negative and positive senses. Due to the increase in the fatality rate
of deadly disease LASV caused (Lassa fever), widespread LASV in Nigeria has been a subject of interest.
Following the upsurge of LASV endemicity in 2012, another marked incidence recorded in Nigeria, 2018,
with 394 con�rmed cases in 19 states, and an estimated 25% cases led to death. This study aimed at
acquiring the genetic variation of LASV ancestral evolution with the evolvement of new strains in
different lineage and its geographical distributions within a speci�c time of outbreaks through Bayesian
inference, using genomic sequence across affected states in Nigeria. Results From the result, we were
able to establish the relationship of Lassa mamarenavirus and other arenaviruses by classifying them
into distinct monophyletic groups, i.e., the old world arenaviruses, new world arenaviruses, and
Reptarenaviruses. Corresponding promoter sites for genetic expression of the viral genome were analyzed
based on Transcription Starting Site (TSS), the S_Segment (MK291249.1) is about 2917–2947 bp and
L_Segment (MH157036.1), is about1863–1894 bp long. LASV sequences obtained from different parts
of Nigeria were genetically related. Benue, Imo, and Bauchi states represent the host etiology of the LASV.
Spread across other neighboring states were based on genetic pedigree dated to previous outbreaks as at
year 2008 to 2012. Phylogeography of recent transmission from the year 2017 to 2019 indicates vectors
were fast spreading LASV from Ondo states to Delta, Edo, and Kogi states, while spread across
northeastern states suggests a vector origin from Bauchi state. Conclusions The study outlined the path
of transmission based on the genetic homology of the sampled LASV sequences in affected
geographical locations. We suggest the federal government should initiate a vector surveillance program
to curtails further spread of LASV, especially states bordering with northwestern states and north-central
Nigeria.

Background
Based on clinical investigation, Lassa virus (LASV) was endemic in several countries of West Africa,
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Liberia[1]. Cases of LASV also reported in Senegal, Gambia, Mali,
Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, and Ghana [1-3]. LASV is an Arenavirus with segmented negative-strand RNA,
oriented in both negative and positive senses (ambisense gene coding) on the two RNA segments[4].
LASV genome comprised of two genetic segments, L (7.3kb) and S (3.4 kb), encode four proteins: Z
protein, L protein, nucleoprotein, and glycoprotein [5]. The RNA polymerase L protein (200 kDa) and a
RING �nger Z protein (11 kDa) are coded in the L segment, while the S segment code for nucleoprotein
(64 kDa) and two cleaved glycoproteins GPC1 (42 kDa) and GPC2 (38 kDa)[6]. Currently, 35 species
including Lassa mammarenavirus are carried by mammalian host and they are categorized into two
main groups, Old World and New World viruses[7]. This zoonotic disease which pose a greater threat to
public health further classi�ed into virus subgroups based on phylogenetic, serological, and geographical
characteristics; the Old World viruses, comprises of LASV and Lujo virus (LUJV), while the New World
viruses includes Machupo and Chapare virus from Bolivia, Junín virus, Sabiá virus and Guanarito virus
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found in Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela, respectively[8]. Genomic studies of LASV can enhance the
acquisition of data-driven distribution and determinant of the Lassa fever disease by de�ning genetic
variations and viral-speci�c lineage [9].

Out of all LASV proteins that exist in the virions and infected host cells, nucleoprotein has the largest
number of polypeptide encapsidated genomic RNA to prevent it from degradation in infected host cells
[10]. LASV nucleoprotein made up a peptide having 569 amino acids residue [11] and consists of a
separate amine group (N-terminal) and carboxylic group (C-terminal) domains [12]. The N-terminal
domain proposed a cap-binding cellular structure through deep binding cavity for the synthesis of viral
mRNA[13], while the C-terminal domain revealed a binding site functions as exoribonuclease, leading to
suppression of  type I IFN production by interfering with IFN regulatory factor 3 (IRF-3) activation [12, 14,
15]. This pathway plays an important role in transcription and replication of Lassa virus and
immunosuppression of infected host [11, 16]

LASV glycoprotein (GP) is a trimeric single polypeptide chain, glycosylated cotranslationally, cleaved
subunit GP-1 and GP-2 by enzyme peptidase in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) which play an important
role in viral-host infection [17, 18] Glycoprotein facilitates the entry of the virion into the host cell through
receptor binding and fusion to the cell membrane as the only unique protein of the capsid that protect
humoral immunity [17]. Before the GP-1 attachment to the host cells, there is a low immune response that
poses a major problem to the host immune system as the virus spike in response to protective antibodies.
This low response is due to the extensive protection by N-linked glycan, a phenomenon that is similar to
other infectious diseases caused by viruses such as human immunode�ciency virus and hepatitis C virus
[19]. Unlike GP-1, the fusion of GP-2 facilitates by internal fusion loop (I-FP) that triggers the
transmembrane fusion as a result of acidic pH [20]. It has observed, absence of peptidase and subtilase,
subtilisin kexin isozyme-1 (SKI-1)/site 1 protease (S1P) that facilitates biochemical activity of
glycoprotein cleavage attracts the rational for LASV vaccine and therapeutic production due to its
infectivity as the essential surface functionality of the virion [21] The L and Z proteins are encoded by L
segment of RNA, unlike S segment that encodes nucleoprotein and glycoprotein [22]. L protein is majorly
made up of RNA polymerase that is dependent at C domain and related to the viral nucleocapsid [23], and
N domain functions as transcription terminus for the virion through enzymatic processes of
endonuclease [24].

The causative agent of virulent acute hemorrhagic fever, Lassa fever, was �rst discovered in Borno state,
Nigeria, 1960 [5]. It has an incubation period of 6-21 days and characterized by symptoms such as fever,
general weakness, and malaise. It was often associated with headache, sore throat, muscle pain, chest
pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and cough, a few days after infection, followed by abdominal pain.
Severe cases usually result in the puffy face, pleural effusion, bleeding from a different body ori�ce,
gastrointestinal tract, and hypotension followed by death after 14 days of fatal cases [25]. The
widespread of LASV in Nigeria has been a subject of interest due to the increase in this deadly disease.
According to the report by Agbonlahor et al., it was narrated that the year 2012 recorded the widest spread
and higher incidence of Lassa hemorrhagic fever among different states in Nigeria. Edo, Delta, Ondo,
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Rivers, Ebonyi, Kano, Yobe, Benue, Kaduna, Kogi, Bauchi, Adamawa, Abia, Anambra, Imo States and the
Federal Capital Territory, Abuja, were affected states [26]. Following the surge of LASV endemicity in
2012, another marked incidence recorded in Nigeria, 2018, with 394 con�rmed cases in 19 states, and an
estimated 25% cases led to death [9]. Increased in Lassa fever widespread in Nigeria has posed a serious
threat to public health, with the recent outbreaks from January to February 2019. A total of 324 con�rmed
cases with 72 death cases were reported by Nigeria Centre for Disease Control (NCDC), while two
separate cases reported in the �fth week with con�rmed cases of 68 and week 6, 37 cases, and ten death
cases were also reported [27]. This analysis aimed at acquiring the genomic variation of Lassa virus
ancestral evolution with the evolvement of new strains in different lineage and its geographic
distributions through Bayesian inference, using genomic sequence across affected states in Nigeria and
endemic countries in West Africa.

Results
Homologous classi�cation and genomic sequence �ow of LASV in West Africa.

Evolutionary relationship of Lassa mamarenavirus and other arenaviruses has revealed the distribution
of different viruses across the globe. Basically, the phylogenetic analysis helped to classi�ed the viruses
into 3 distinct monophyletic groups, i.e. the old world arenaviruses, which were Lassa mammarenavirus,
Mopeia virus AN20410, Morogoro mammarenavirus, Luna mammarenavirus, Mobala mammarenavirus,
Ippy mammarenavirus, Merino Walk mammarenavirus, Lymphocytic choriomeningitis mammarenavirus
and Lujo mammarenavirus, mainly from African countries, while the new world is Allpahuayo
mammarenavirus, Flexal mammarenavirus. Cali mammarenavirus, Pirital mammarenavirus, Brazilian
mammarenavirus, Paraguayan mammarenavirus, Cupixi mammarenavirus, Whitewater Arroyo
mammarenavirus, Machupo mammarenavirus, Bear Canyon mammarenavirus, Argentinian
mammarenavirus, Chapare mammarenavirus, Tacaribe mammarenavirus, Oliveros mammarenavirus,
Guanarito mammarenavirus, Latino mammarenavirus, and Tamiami mammarenavirus mostly found in
North and south America [28]. The other group was Reptarenaviruses, viruses have a host origin of
reptiles, e.g., Snake, and they are, University of Giessen virus, Golden Gate virus, ROUT virus, University of
Helsinki virus, and CAS virus as shown in Figure 1.

GenBank and virus pathogen resource database (ViRP) recorded a total of 1,903 genomic sequences for
LASV and 1,796 sample sequences from Africa.  347 are multimammate mouse (Mastomys natalensis)
origin, 1,374 are from the human host, and 75 sequences are an unknown source. The distribution of the
sequences across endemic West African countries is shown in Figure 2.

Transcription Starting Site (Promoter) and TATA Box in LASV Genome

Table 1, shows promoter sites of two Lassa mammarenavirus segments, S and L variants of the genome.
The homologous gene MK291249.1 and MH157036.1 have the highest alignment scores with different
strains isolated at different locations in Nigeria. The S segments started from position 2917 to 2947and L
segments from 1863 to 1894 as predicted by promHG promoter prediction tool.
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Table 1: Promoter site and TATA Box in LASV Genome.

/N Segment Homologous
Gene

Predicted Promoter Site + TATA Box Position
(bp)

. S_Segment MK291249.1 ATATAAACACCTGAGCTTAGTGGCCTTTCTG 2917 -
2947

. L_Segment MH157036.1 ATATAAACGTCTCAAAGAATGAATGATGTGGC 1863 -
1894

Effective LASV siRNA         

 Table 2 shows the list of 10 Lassa mammarenavirus siRNA designed by BLOCK-iT RNAi Designer based
on a statistical analysis of valid siRNA and branded algorithm. The regions of each designed Oligos
represented as an open reading frame (ORF) and 5′ untranslated region (5′ UTR), the leader RNA, followed
by the GC content of each siRNA designed. BLAST results of the highly species-speci�c gene for the
designed RNAi DNA sequences shown in the last left column.

Table 2: LASV siRNA and targeted genes in humans.
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S/N S_Segment (MK291249.1) L_Segment (MH157036.1) Targeted Genes
by BLAST
AlignmentSequence(DNA) Region GC% Sequence(DNA) Region GC%

1. GCTACAAACTCTAGAGCTA 5’UTR 42.11 CCATTGAACTCTTTGTCTT ORF 36.85 NM_004446

 CD742789

CR933660 

NM_004446

NM_030625

 BX649078

CA392182 

NM_030625

AK129490 

NM_001402

NR_002728

 AI873453

NM_138459

 NM_001001890

AK021513 

NM_004446

XR_109175

 NR_027024

NM_030625

 AK126737

AK125883 

NM_004446

2. GCTAACCACTGTGGGACTA 5’UTR 52.64 CCACAAACCCAGATGCTAT ORF 47.37

3. GCAAGCAGACAACATGATA 5’UTR 42.11 GCTAAGTGCTTCAGAATTA ORF 36.85

4. GCATATGGCATAGATCTTT ORF 36.85 GCACAACATTCCTTACTTA ORF 36.85

5. CCATGAGAATATTTGGCAT ORF 36.85 GCATAACACTTTGAGCATT ORF 36.85

6. GCATACAAGCTCCAGCTTT ORF 47.37 GCACCTTACAACCTGGTAT ORF 47.37

7. CCTAACAACTCCGTCTCTT ORF 47.37 GCAAGGAACCTATCACCAT ORF 47.37

8. GCTGCTGTGTACTCAAATT ORF 42.11 GCTTGTCAGTTAGAACATT ORF 36.85

9. GCAGGTCATCTGAGGTCAA ORF 52.64 CCAACAGACTCCAAATCAT ORF 42.11

10. GCATTAAACGCTGCACATT ORF 42.11 GCTAACTTCTGTCTTGATA ORF 36.85

Phylogenies and discrete phylogeography

Based on comprehensive genomic sequence evaluation, it recorded from GenBank, a total estimation of
LASV sequences from affected 16 states in Nigeria between the years 2008 to 2018 to be 735. Estimated
sequences were grouped into two regions of Nigeria (North and South); the Northern states were
Bauchi=33, Benue=3, Kaduna=3, Kogi=22, Nassarawa=28, Plateau=17, and Taraba=11, while southern
states include Anambra=9, Delta=18, Ebonyi=107, Edo=241, Ekiti=4, Enugu=43, Imo=10, Ondo=182, and
Rivers=4, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the circular phylogenetic tree of the LASV S-segment genome inferred by Maximum-
Likelihood phylogeny with General Time Reversible (GTR) substitution model and Gamma Distributed
Invariant (G+I) rates among sites in MEGA-X software and visualized with iTOL online tool. LASV lineage I
to VI indicated with different color ranges, and newly 75 sequenced segments represented in red color.
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From the MCC phylogenetic tree in Figure 5, it can infer the domestic relationship of LASV in different
states represented by the tree branches and nodes. The strains from Bauchi, Benue, Plateau, Nasarawa,
and Kaduna from the same clades show a distinct evolutionary relationship, comparing the nodes. Most
of the sampled strains in the southern part of the country were shown to evolve from two major
monophyletic groups; Ebonyi, Edo, Delta, and Anambra, which form the �rst clade and second clade,
Ondo Kogi and Ekiti from the second one. The strains from Plateau and Rivers were seen to distribute
across different clades genetically.

MCC phylogenies of LASV (LASVsSgp1) among the affected states in Nigeria. Descendant nodes and
branches colored according to the most probable location. A year before recent analysis showed by the
scale bar at the bottom of the tree.

With the above MCC tree, the spread of LASV in Nigeria can be understood using the annotated tree to
determine the spatiotemporal distribution on Google Earth using a KML �le generated with SPREAD, as
shown in Figure 6.

Discussion
The arenaviruses are majorly transmitted by rodent hosts and some species by reptiles, causing different
human pathogenic diseases. The single-stranded ambient RNA virus classi�ed into old world arenavirus,
new world arenavirus, and reptarenavirus based on the phylogenetic classi�cation in Figure 1, they
predominantly found in Africa, South America and other parts of the world. The old and new world
arenaviruses are taxonomically grouped into one genus, the Mamarenavirus, while the reptile-host viruses
from the outer group of homologous classi�cation are Reptarenavirus. The human pathogenic infections
of old world arenavirus include severe Lassa fever and mild Lymphocytic choriomeningitis caused by
Lassa mammarenavirus and Lymphocytic choriomeningitis mammarenavirus respectively; no human
infection has recoded for other viruses in the group. Importantly, several reasserting studies using the
Mopeia virus for the development of attenuated LASV vaccines reported by Johnson et al., [29] and
Moshkoff et al., [30]. Among the new world arenaviruses, the genomic sequence distribution across
different West African endemic countries showed in Figure 2. It recorded, Nigeria has the highest sampled
sequence in GenBank, followed by Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea, and Togo. This data only recorded for
countries where there was a substantial outbreak, while countries where there were few cases, periodic
isolation, and serological pieces of evidence, are not included. Among the new world arenaviruses,
Brazilian mammarenavirus, Machupo mammarenavirus, Argentinian mammarenavirus, and Guanarito
mammarenavirus found in Brazil, Bolivia, Argentina, and Venezuela respectively were transmitted by
rodent host and known to cause hemorrhagic fever in human [35, 38]. The predicted small interfering RNA
revealed the potential of the down-regulation activities of some human genes through speci�c base
pairing. Müller and Günther reported siRNA targeting the upper stream of the S and L segment are
capable of downregulating reporter gene expressing LASV mRNA construct and replicon [31].
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Importantly, LASV genetic makeup has characterized by the genotypic differences of ancestral evolution
within the varying time of outbreaks. Similar to the study is the report of Kafetzopoulou et al. [32], which
highlighted the lineage into six groups (I to VI), as shown in Figure 4. Most of the sequence samples were
fall within lineage II, one strain in lineage III and strain suspected to be newly emerging due to the
divergence from lineage I. Based on phylogenetic analysis, LASV sequence obtained from different part
of Nigeria were genetically related and grouped into distinct clades according to geographical location
from the reconstructed time scale MCC tree in Figure 5. Due to the incomplete sequence reported, one of
the location in the north-central part of the country (Abuja) did not cover by the analysis; this restriction
was measured not to affect other states. Tracing the spread of LASV by the vector, Mastomys natalensis
from previous to recent outbreaks, we observe the phylogeography concerning the geopolitical zones and
time of isolates. It suggested, Benue, Imo, and Bauchi states represent the host etiology of the LASV,
because of the root origin of the branches, time of common ancestors and dominancy of the
monophyletic group, while the spread across other neighboring states was based on genetic pedigree
dated to previous outbreaks as at the year 2008 to 2012. Benue state is one of the six states in the
eastern Middle Belt of Nigeria. It shares boundaries with Cross River State on the south through Yala
Local Government Area, Enugu and Ebonyi states. Benue also borders with Kogi and Nassawara state on
the east and north, respectively, and on the northeast by Taraba state. Ingestion of cooked rat meat is a
common practice among the people of Benue state, but not raw or undercooked meat according to Olusi
et al., [33]. Contrary to the previous outbreaks, phylogeography of the recent strains identi�ed
spontaneous spreads of LASV from south-west to south-south and north-central through the states that
shared a common border. This �nding shared a similar opinion with the recent study by Ehichioya et al.,
[34], con�rmed that the majority of the sampled strained in lineage II evolved from Ondo state, a south-
western state bordering with Kogi (north-central) and Edo (south-south).

Conclusion
The geography of recent transmission from year 2017 to 2019 indicates vectors were fast spreading
LASV from Ondo states to Delta, Edo, and Kogi states, while spread across northeastern states suggests
a vector origin from Bauchi state. From the result of this study, we suggests, the federal government
should initiate a vector surveillance program to curtails further spread of LASV, especially states
bordering with northwestern states and north-central. The study outlined the path of transmission based
on the genetic homology of the sampled LASV sequences in affected geographical locations through the
spatial phylogenetic reconstruction of evolutionary dynamics.

Methods
LASV homologs and genomic sequence distribution

To determine the homologous recombination of the LASV and other arenaviruses through DNA sequence
phylogeny, we collected homologous sequences of arenaviruses from the orthology database, OrthoDB
V10 [35] and viral genome database, viruSITE [36]. Following sequence collection, sequences were
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manually edited, aligned using multiple sequence alignment programs, ClustalW and used to construct
the phylogenetic tree in MEGA X software [37]. An online tool (Interactive tree of life: iTol) was used to
annotate and display the tree [38]. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
LASV was endemic in West Africa countries of Nigeria, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Mali, Côte d’Ivoire,
and new strains recently found in Togo, 2016 [3]. To determine the genomic diversity of LASV strains, a
distribution test was used to measure the sequence �ow among the endemic countries and states in
Nigeria. This distribution was estimated using a virus pathogen resource database, ViRP [39] and
GenBank [40]. The data sequences of the LASV nucleoprotein (LASVsSgp1) gene among the affected
states from Nigeria within a period of 2008 to 2019 and endemic countries of West Africa with isolation
date ranging from 1969 to 2018 were analyzed. For LASV promoter sites and effective short interference
RNA (siRNA) in LASV genome, PromH online promoter site prediction tool was used to predict accurate
Transcription Starting Sites (TSS) with TATA box [41], while siRNA designed by BLOCK-iT™ RNAi Designer
[42].

Genomic Variation and Phylogeographic Distribution in Nigeria

 Genomic variation and phylogeographic distribution of LASV was analyzed using the S segment of the
genomic sequences generated by Irrua Specialist Teaching Hospital (ISTH) in collaboration with the
Institute for Lassa Fever Research and Control (ILFRC), Irrua, Edo State, published in GenBank. A total of
499 LASV sequence samples analyzed. 354 out of the sequences were real-time LASV sequences in
Nigeria and other west Africa countries recorded by Kafetzopoulou et al, [32], while 70 were collected from
GenBank with keyword (txid11620[Organism]) to select appropriate accession number of S segment with
the collection date ranging from 2008 to 2018, while the additional 75 sequences were recently
laboratory-con�rmed Lassa fever patients from Edo, Ondo, Kogi, Delta, Ebonyi and Benue States with
dates of onset from the end of December 2018 to  March 2019 reported to virological database [43].
Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic analysis was performed on the coding sequence of the S segment to
determine the lineage of recent LASV samples.

Before the BEAST setup [44], sequence data were aligned with ClustalW in MEGA-X [37] and exported in
Nexus format. Using the BEAUti program, the nexus �le imported; subsequently, date, site model, clock
model, priors, discrete trait, and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) were set up accordingly for Maximum
Clade Credibility (MCC) tree and discrete phylogeography. BEAST 2.5 tool was used to run the XML �le
generated from the BEAUti program for 6 hours for maximum Effective Sample Size (ESS). The Trace log
and dot trees �les generated were further sampled using Tracer v1.7.1 [45] and TreeAnnotator program
for MCMC estimation and annotation of MCC trees at 95% highest probability density (HPD). Annotated
MCC trees were constructed and visualized with FigTree v1.4.4. In summary, spatiotemporal transmission
routes of LASV in Nigeria were visualized with Google Earth Pro v7.3.2 tool after con�guration of
geographical locations (latitude and longitude) in SPREAD v1.0.6 [46] software, followed by conversion
of MCC trees into a keyhole markup language (KML) �le. To certify the reproducibility of end result, this
methodology was guided by the preceding study on norovirus in China [47], and in�uenza A H5N1 virus in
Egypt [48].
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List Of Abbreviations
BEAST: Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis Sampling Trees

BP: Base Pare

ER: Endoplasmic Reticulum

ESS: Effective Sample Size

GP: glycoprotein

GTR: General Time Reversible

HPD: Highest Probability Density

IFN: Interferon

I-FP: Internal Fusion Loop

ILFRC: Institute for Lassa Fever Research and Control

ISTH: Irrua Specialist Teaching Hospital

KML: Keyhole Markup Language

LASV: Lassa virus

MCC: Maximum Clade Credibility

MCMC: Markov chain Monte Carlo

NCDC: Nigeria Centre for Disease Control

ORF: Reading Frame

S1P: Site 1 Protease

siRNA: Small interfering RNA

SKI-1: Subtilisin Kexin Isozyme-1

TSS: Transcription Starting Site

ViRP: Virus Pathogen Resource Database   
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Figures

Figure 1

Maximum likelihood tree of the Lassa Mammarenavirus nuclear protein, and 40 homologous sequences
generated from ortho database and virus site databases. The evolutionary history was inferred by a
character-based method with Jones Taylor Thornton (JTT) matrix-based substitutional model. Pairwise
distances were determined by routinely applying Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms to the trees.
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Figure 2

LASV genomic sequence distribution among West African countries (Guinea, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra
Leone, and Togo) as recorded in GenBank, from 1969 to 2018.

Figure 3
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LASV genomic sequence distribution among different affected states in Nigeria from 2008 to 2018 as
GenBank recorded it.

Figure 4

circular phylogenetic tree of LASV S-segment genome showing recently isolated strains in different
lineage.
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Figure 5

Maximum clade credibility (MCC) phylogenies of selected LASV isolates, from states in Nigeria.
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Figure 6

Phylogeographic reconstruction of LASV showing spatiotemporal dispersion among different states in
Nigeria, through Google Earth with KML �le Generated in SPREAD.
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